Abstract. The paper presents the characterization of the set of points of discontinuity (with respect to the natural topology on the real line) of an X-approximately continuous real function of a real variable. This characterization is formulated in terms of deep I-density topology.
If / : M -> M is an arbitrary function, then the set of points of discontinuity of / is of type F c and for each F" set A there exists a function / such that A is exactly the set of all points of discontinuity of / (here the domain and the range are equipped with the ordinary topology). Theorem 2.3 in [B] , p. 48 says that a necessary and sufficient condition that a set A c R be a set of points of discontinuity of an approximately continuous function / : R -• R is that A be of the first category and of type F a (compare also [P-WS] ). The set of points of ordinary discontinuity of an approximately continuous function is of the first category because every approximately continuous function is a Baire one function.
In this note we shall show that for J-approximately continuous functions the situation is different.
We shall use the following denotations and terminology: B -the a-algebra of sets having the Baire property, X -the cr-ideal of sets of the first category,
A + x = {t + x : t € A}, x • A = {xt: t E A} for A C R and A right interval set at a point a G R is the set of the form |J neN [a n , 6 n ], where b n+ 1 < a n < b n for n S N and lim^-x^ a n = a. A left interval set at a point a € M is defined in similar way. The set E is an interval set at a G R if it is the union of a right interval set and a left interval set at the same point. We shall say that some property W holds Z-a.e. on some set X C R if and only if {x G X : x has not the property W} el. The oscillation of a function / at a point x will be denoted u> (f,x) .
A point 0 is an I-density point of a set A G B if and only if for each increasing sequence {n m } m6 N of positive integers there exists a subsequence { n m p } P eN such that limp^oo X(" fcp . J 4)n[-i,i](^) = 1 for x in [-1,1]. We say that x is an I-density point of A G B if and only if 0 is an I-density point of A -x (see [PWW] ). The notions of right-hand and left-hand I-density points are introduced in the obvious way. The set of all I-density points of A G B is usually denoted
In [PWW] it is proved that the family C $j(A)} is a topology on the real line essentially stronger than the ordinary topology. The topology 7j is usually called J-density topology (or category density topology). A function / : R -> R which is continuous if the domain is equipped with the I-density topology and the range with the ordinary topology is called I-approximately continuous function. Also in [PWW] it is proved that each I-approximately continuous function is Baire one. However, the I-density topology is not regular, so the coarsest topology in the domain for which I-approximately continuous functions are continuous is another topology To called deep I-density topology (see [PW] ). A point 0 is a deep I-density point of A G B if and only if there exists an interval set E C A at 0 such that 0 is an I-density point of E (compare [CLO] , Lemma 2.7.1, p. 39). Similarly as above x is a deep I-density point of A G B if and only if 0 is a deep I-density point of A-x, and the set of all deep I-density point of A G B is denoted
The family T D = {A C B : A c $r>(^4)} is a complete regular topology essentially stronger that the ordinary topology on the real line and essentially weaker than the I-density topology (see [PW] ).
In the sequel we shall use the following theorem of Zajicek ([Z] , p. 59), which is presented below in the form more convenient for our purpose: 0 is a right-hand I-density point of a right-hand interval set If / : R -> R is an I-approximately continuous function, then the set D of points of ordinary discontinuity is a first category set of type F a , because f is Baire one. Since D = UneN-^"' where F n = {x G R : u(f,x) > so F n is a closed nowhere dense set for each n G N. Below we shall establish a characterization of the set D. Proof. We shall need the following lemma (formulated for the right-hand interval set, but left-hand version is obviously also true):
is an right-hand interval set at 0 such that 0 is a right-hand I-density point of E, {e n }neN is a decreasing sequence of positive numbers such that e n < and lim n _>oo an e " £n = 0, then 0 is a right-hand I-density point of E = [ a n + e n> b n -e n ]. Take 
Proof.
Observe that the sequence {rik}k€N is non-decreasing. If J -(e, /), put c = From the assumption lim n _ >00 -^f-= 0 it follows that there exists no G N such that £ " < % for n > no-For n > no we have also • e " < §
because a n + c n < b n -e n .
Finally 0 is a right-hand I-density point of E. m
We shall return to the proof of the theorem: Suppose that there exist no G N and a point xq G F no such that {xo}UF^0 is not open in the topology Tp. Since F^0 is open in the ordinary topology, from our assumption it follows that xo is not a deep I-density point of . For simplicity suppose that xo = 0.
Consider the set A = /-*((/(0) -¿> /(0) + Obviously A G T D and Oo G A, so there exists a right-hand interval set E C A such that 0 is an I-density point of E. Each point x G F no is an accumulation point of Asince <*>(/, x) > Hence if E = Ufcli[ a fc>bk], then for each k G N there exists an interval (c, d), which is contiguous to F n0 and such that (c, d). From Lemma 1 it follows that for suitable choice of {e;t}fceN we obtain an interval set E = Ufc°=i [ a k + bk -ejt] such that 0 is a right-hand I-density point of E. But E C F' no , so 0 is a right-hand a deep I-density point of {0} U F^0. Similarly we can prove that 0 is a left-hand deep I-density point of {0} U F" 0 and finally that 0 is a deep I-density point of {0} U F" 0 -a contradiction.
• 
. } (£>i can be finite).
Let h : R -> R be a function which is bounded, continuous at each point except 0 and is ^-approximately continuous at 0. Put g\ = 55» -h(x-xn) . The function g\ is T-approximately continuous and the set of points of ordinary discontinuity of g\ equals D\) because the series is uniformly convergent.
To construct an T-approximately continuous function <72 with the set of points of ordinary discontinuity equal to D2 we shall need the following lemma:
If F C R is a perfect and nowhere dense set such that for each x G F the set {x} U F' is Tp-open, {{ak,bk)}k&N is a sequence of all bounded intervals contiguous to F and {Ik}keM of closed intervals such that

Ik is concentric with (ak, bk) and lim^oo = 0; then for each x G F the set {x} U (F U Ufc h)' is TD-open.
Proof of the lemma. Take xo G F. Since (FU Ufc Ik)' is an ordinary open set, it suffices to prove the lemma only for XQ.
We shall prove that xo is the right-hand deep X-density point of the set (F U Ik)'• The proof for the left-hand deep J-density is similar. For simplicity of denotations assume XQ = 0. From the assuption it follows that there exists a right-hand interval set E = IJ£li [ c p> c such that 0 is a right-hand J-density point of E. For each p G N there exists a positive integer kp such that [cp,dp] C [ofcp, bkp)-Without loss of generality we can assume that j^-< h for all k G N.
OFC-OFC 2
Let Jkp be a closed interval concentric with Ikp such that X{Jkp) -2A(Ikp). Obviously we have Jkp C (akp,bkp) for p G P. Enlarging, if necessary, intervals [cp, dp] we can assume that Jkp C (cp, dp) for each p. 
Let zo = -'j. Divide interval J onto three parts of equal lenghts J', J", J'". Let7 = ^r, z" = jffi, z»> = ¿m. we have min(z',z»>) akpn,bkpn] .
Observe that limn^00 = 0, so there exists no & N such that for n > no we have either ^ • J' n Jkp = 0, or i.J'"nJfepn=0.
In the first case we have U~i(ai, Mi then for each j € N the set P is not porous on the left at ai and P is not porous on the right at (Actually much more can be proved: the set P cannot be represented as countable union of sets which are porous at least on one side at each of its point -see [T] , p. 207, Th. All.l).
The set P cannot be represented as a union of a sequence {Fn}ne^ of closed set such that {x} U is 7b-open for each n € N and each x 6 Fn. Indeed, suppose that P = U^Li -^n, where each Fn is closed. Then there exists nQ € N and the interval [a, 6] such that Fno D PD [a, b] and Pf) [a,b] is nonempty and perfect. If (a,, bt) C (a, b) is an interval contiguous to P, then Fno is not porous on the left at ai, so {a,}uF^0 is not Tp-open, a contradiction.
